PREPARING PARENTS FOR TELE-EARLY INTERVENTION SERVICES
QUESTIONS & TALKING POINTS TO CONSIDER

1. Do I have anything new to share about my child’s health or development?
2. What new or ongoing concerns do I have?
3. What went well for us or my child this week?
4. What routines were successful this week?
5. Why do I feel it was successful? What did I do to help?
6. What routines were challenging?
7. Why was it a challenge? What did I try to do to help my child? What would I do differently? What ideas do I have to help make this routine easier next time?
8. What questions do I have for my provider?

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR TELE-EARLY INTERVENTION
- Embrace New Techniques
- Ask lots of questions
- Look for activities that you can do to help your child
- Give feedback, show progress
- Have fun with your child!